CHRISTMAS GIFT CATALOG 2020

HOW ABOUT SOME BOSTON COLLEGE AND GRIDIRON CLUB GIFT IDEAS FOR THE BIGGEST BOSTON COLLEGE FANS IN YOUR FAMILY? SO MANY OF YOU HAVE NOT BEEN ABLE TO GET TO CAMPUS THIS FALL BECAUSE OF THE COVID RESTRICTIONS AND TRAVEL LIMITATIONS FROM STATE TO STATE. FOR THOSE OF YOU WHO WANT TO BUY STOCKING STUFFERS AND BIGGER BOSTON COLLEGE CHRISTMAS GIFTS WE HAVE PUT TOGETHER THE FOLLOWING LIST OF "SANTA CLAUS" APPROVED EAGLES GEAR AND MEMORABILIA.

TAKE A LOOK AROUND THE SITE AND PLACE YOUR ORDERS EARLY SINCE SOME OF THE MEMORABILIA WILL NEED TO BE CUSTOM MADE FOR YOUR ORDER.

SOME OF THE ITEMS CAN BE ORDERED ON THE GRIDIRON CLUB CASHNET WEBSITE WHILE OTHERS WILL GO DIRECTLY THROUGH THE VENDOR. MAKE SURE TO SCROLL ALL THE WAY TO END OF THIS GIFT CATALOG TO SEE ALL THE GIFT IDEAS...
THE FOLLOWING ITEMS HAVE BEEN DONATED TO THE GRIDIRON CLUB BY ONE OF ITS' MEMBERS. YOU WON'T SEE THESE IN MANY STORES THIS CHRISTMAS!

ALL THE ITEMS LISTED BELOW WILL BE PROCESSED AS A DONATION TO THE BOSTON COLLEGE GRIDIRON CLUB. ALL MONIES RAISED WILL BE GOING TO SPECIAL FUND TO SUPPORT A BC FOOTBALL PLEDGE THAT WE WILL BE ANNOUNCING AFTER THE FIRST OF THE YEAR. YOU WON'T BE SORRY YOU HELPED MAKE THIS DONATION POSSIBLE.

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN ONE OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING ITEMS YOU WILL NEED TO SEND A QUICK EMAIL TO GRIDCLUB@BC.EDU TO CHECK ON AVAILABILITY SINCE THESE ITEMS ARE MOSTLY ONE OF A KIND OR A LIMITED QUANTITY THAT ARE AVAILABLE.

ONCE CONFIRMED YOU WILL BE ABLE TO GO TO https://commerce.cashnet.com/bcath TO PAY. ORDERING DETAILS WILL FOLLOW.
SET OF 5 - 20 OZ TUMBLERS. BC AND BOSTON COLLEGE LOGOS OF BOTH SIDE OF TUMBLERS.

CONDITION: NEW WITH SOME WEAR ON PROTECTIVE WRAPPING.

availability: 1 set of 5 tumblers

COST FOR 5  $60.00 INCLUDES SHIPPING

OLD STYLE BC LOGO FLOOR MAT (18 X 29") RUBBER BACKED. CONDITION: NEW

availability: 1

COST $40.00 INCLUDES SHIPPING
SET OF THREE BC "MAN CAVE OR WOMEN CAVE" SIGNS  PLASTIC

CONDITION: NEW

availability: 1 set of 3 signs

COST $40.00 INCLUDES SHIPPING
A LIMITED EDITION GILLETTE FUSION POWER RAZOR WITH BC LOGO ON HANDLE. YOU WON’T FIND ONE OF THESE IN YOUR LOCAL CVS!

CONDITION: NEW PACKAGING GOOD BUT BRITTLE.

availability: 2

COST $30.00 INCLUDES SHIPPING
PRINTED BOSTON COLLEGE GOLF TOWELS. SIZE 16 X 24 WITH HANGER INCLUDED.

CONDITION: NEW

availability: 7

COST EACH $15.00 INCLUDES SHIPPING
EMBROIDERED BOSTON COLLEGE GOLF TOWELS 16 X 24 BLACK TRI-FOLD HANGER CLIP INCLUDED

CONDITION: NEW

availability: 6

COST EACH $25.00 INCLUDES SHIPPING
SIGNED MINI FOOTBALL BY COACH HAFLEY!

SANTA'S FAVORITE GIFT!

Here is another gift that you will not see in Target or even Walmart! Mini-football encased with Boston College logo's signed by Coach Hafley. The photo above is a rendering of what it will look like.

Dimensions: 9 x 4.5 x 4.5

Here is a chance to be the first on your block to have a great Boston College item signed by Coach Hafley for your memorabilia collection. Includes display case.

Availability: Was 5 now 3 available

Cost $200.00 each 5 available includes shipping
DO YOU HAVE A "COLLECTORS BOX" OF FLUTIE FLAKES? THESE ARE LIMITED EDITIONS OF DOUG'S OWN FLUTIE FLAKES.

THESE UNOPENED BOXES OF FLUTIE FLAKES WILL MAKE A GREAT ADDITION TO YOUR BOSTON COLLEGE COLLECTION.


availability: 5
COST $20.00 EACH INCLUDES SHIPPING
THIS IS A MUST HAVE HAT............

YOU MAY HAVE SEEN THE GROUP OF "ELDER" ALUMNI AT BC FOOTBALL GAMES PARADING AROUND WITH "FLAPPING EAGLE HATS" AND SAID I NEED TO GET ONE OF THOSE. IF YOU TRIED TO BUY ONE YOU FOUND OUT THAT THEY HAVE NOT BEEN MADE FOR OVER 25 YEARS AND THAT THEY ARE JUST NOT AVAILABLE.

THIS HAT IS AN ORIGINAL FROM THE 1993 HALL OF FAME BOWL WITH OFFICIAL PATCH AND BOWL BUTTON ATTACHED. IF YOU WANT TO GUARANTEE THAT YOU GET ON TV WHEN WE ARE ABLE TO GO TO GAMES THIS IS THE HAT TO BUY.

CONDITION IS GOOD TO EXCELLENT FOR ITS' AGE. WE HAVE 1 AVAILABLE. COST $200.00 INCLUDES SHIPPING
BOSTON COLLEGE LEATHER BOUND LINED NOTEBOOK
FROM BARRINGTON GIFTS

CONDITION: NEW, COMES IN A BC GIFT BOX

COST : $75.00 INCLUDES SHIPPING

THE ITEM OFFERED IS A SPECIALLY DESIGNED BOSTON COLLEGE VERSION THAT INCLUDES A BC LOGO EMBOSSED ON THE BOTTOM RIGHT COVER AND A BC LOGO INSIDE FRONT AND BACK COVER DESIGN.
HOW ABOUT A BOSTON COLLEGE DESK CLOCK? THIS WOULD LOOK GOOD ON ANY BC FANS DESK. 7" X 7" DIGITAL DISPLAY SHOWS TIME, DATE, DAY OF WEEK, AND TEMPERATURE. IT ALSO HAS AN ALARM SETTING.

CONDITION: NEW IN BOX NEVER OPENED

availability: 1

COST: $22.00 INCLUDES SHIPPING
THIS IS AN OFFICIAL TEAM / PLAYER PLAQUE THAT A MEMBER OF THE BOSTON COLLEGE FOOTBALL TEAM WOULD RECEIVE AT THE END OF THE SEASON. THIS ONE ITEM IS FROM THE 2016 SEASON AND LISTS ALL THE SCORES FOR THE YEAR AND A PICTURE OF THE TEAM. THE CAPTAINS ARE ALSO LISTED ON THIS PLAQUE.

THIS HIGH QUALITY HARD WOOD PLAQUE MEASURES 19" X 13"

CONDITION: EXCELLENT
availability: 1
COST: $40.00 INCLUDES SHIPPING
COLLECTIBLE BOSTON COLLEGE VEHICLES

THE THREE LIMITED EDITION VEHICLES ARE BEING SOLD AS A SET.
THE MOTOR HOME IS A 1:43 REPLICA WITH ALL THE BOSTON COLLEGE LOGOS ON ALL SURFACES.

THE CAR IS A 2002 FORD THUNDERBIRD AND IS A 1:24 SCALE MODEL

THE TRAILER TRUCK IS A 1:80 SCALE AND HAVE BC LOGOS ON BOTH THE TRAILER AND TRACTOR.

CONDITION: ALL ARE NEW AND HAVE NEVER BEEN OUT OF THE BOX.

AVAILABILITY: 1 SET OF THREE COLLECTORS VEHICLES

COST: $150.00 SHIPPING IS INCLUDED.
NEW ITEM

IF YOU ARE INTO BOSTON COLLEGE HATS THEN THIS IS A NEW SERIES OF GRIDIRON CLUB HATS. A MAROON AND WHITE MESH HAT THAT INCLUDES THE BC LOGO UNDERLINED WITH YOUR CLUBS IDENTIFICATION. A MUST HAVE FOR EVERY BC FAN!

COSTS $25.00 ONE SIZE FITS MOST
ORDER ON LINE AT https://commerce.cashnet.com/bcath
HOW ABOUT A GRIDIRON CLUB SUPER FAN T-SHIRT? MAKES A GREAT STOCKING STUFFER.

COST $12.00 EACH
ORDER ON LINE AT https://commerce.cashnet.com/bcath
CLASSIC BIRMINGHAM BOWL T-SHIRTS
COST $12.00 EACH (COLOR AND STYLE DETERMINED AT TIME OF SHIPPING)

ORDER ON LINE AT https://commerce.cashnet.com/bcath

ALL ORDER OF $60.00 OR MORE SHIPS FREE
( FOR ORDERS OF LESS THAN $60 PLEASE ADD THE $12 SHIPPING CHARGE TO YOUR ORDER)

BONUS OFFER: ALL HAT, T-SHIRT, AND CLUB IDENTIFICATION ORDERS OF $60.00 OR MORE WILL ALSO RECEIVE A FREE BIRMINGHAM BOWL BLANKET (4' X 5') A $45.00 VALUE. (SUPPLIES LIMITED SO ORDER NOW)

ALL ABOVE ORDERS SHOULD BE PLACED AT ORDER ON LINE AT https://commerce.cashnet.com/bcath OR BCFOOTBALLGRIDIRON.COM CLICK ON THE GRIDIRON GEAR TAB.
BUY A PIECE OF BOSTON COLLEGE FOOTBALL HISTORY

GRIDIRON CLUB MEMBERS RECEIVE 15% DISCOUNT
PLUS FREE SHIPPING

(SUPPLIED BY OUR VENDOR PARTNER COLLECT EFFECT)

THE GRIDIRON CLUB HAS COMMISSIONED A "MUST HAVE" MEMENTO OF THIS GREAT ACCOMPLISHMENT... THE 1940 FOOTBALL NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP

PURCHASE A SPECIAL FRAMED PRINT HONORING THE 1940 EAGLES NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP. THIS WILL MAKE A GREAT GRADUATION OR BIRTHDAY GIFT OR JUST ADD IT TO YOUR BOSTON COLLEGE COLLECTION. IT IS A GREAT PIECE AT A GREAT PRICE!

Commemorative 1940 BC Championship Season Retro Framed Design

A retro celebration of the greatest BC football season: the 1940 championship. The piece includes fantastic art from the official program and ticket of the Sugar Bowl where BC beat Tennessee to cap their 11-0 season, all set on a background of the year's game results. We are excited to partner with the Gridiron Club to offer this unique piece for the 80th anniversary. Get yours today!
GO TO www.collecteffect.com/gridironclub TO ORDER YOURS TODAY

REMINDER: ORDERS MUST BE PLACE BY DECEMBER 10TH TO BE ELIGIBLE FOR CHRISTMAS DELIVERY

Custom Framed in USA | Black Satin Frame | Print Size 16" x 24" | Framed Size 18" x 26" | Easy to Hang Hardware Included. Note: Print background list all the winning scores......
15% discount and Shipping is Free for all Gridiron Club members  DISCOUNT CODE: GRIDIRONCLUB

HOW ABOUT SOME OTHER SUGGESTIONS FOR THAT FAVORITE BC FAN..... HERE IS ONE OF OUR FAVORITES.......  

DO YOU HAVE A SPECIAL MEMORY FROM ONE BOSTON COLLEGE FOOTBALL GAME THAT YOU WOULD LIKE TO PRESERVE? THEN MAYBE THIS FRAMED PIECE WOULD FILL YOUR NEED. YOUR SUPPLY THE PHOTO AND COLLECT EFFECT WILL SUPPLY THE TICKET STUB...... TRY IT OUT BY CUSTOMIZING YOUR OWN MEMORY. ONLY $79 FOR SUCH A GREAT MEMORY.

BC GameDay Creations

Select a ticket from our ticket archives or upload your own. Add your best picture from the special game and submit below. Our designers will begin to handcraft your unique display!
GO TO www.collectefect.com TO CUSTOMIZE YOUR OWN FRAME!

RENDER: ORDERS MUST BE PLACE BY DECEMBER 10TH TO BE ELIGIBLE FOR CHRISTMAS DELIVERY

GO TO THE WWW.COLLECTEFFECT.COM WEB SITE FOR OTHER MEMORY FRAMES..... YOU WONT BE DISAPPOINTED.